Discovery of a new class of synthetic protein kinase inhibitors that suppress selective aspects of glial activation and protect against beta-amyloid induced injury: a foundation for future medicinal chemistry efforts focused on targeting Alzheimer's disease progression.
A prevailing hypothesis in Alzheimer's disease (AD) research is that chronically activated glia may contribute to neuronal dysfunction, through generation of a detrimental state of neuroinflammation. This raises the possibility in drug discovery research of targeting the cycle of untoward glial activation and neuronal dysfunction that characterizes neuroinflammation. Success over the past century with effective anti-inflammatory drug development, in which the molecular targets are intracellular enzymes involved in signal transduction events and cellular homeostasis, demands that a similar approach be tried with neuroinflammation. Suggestive clinical correlations between inflammation markers and AD contribute to the urgency in addressing the hypothesis that targeting selective glial activation processes might be a therapeutic approach complementary to existing drugs and discovery efforts. An academic collaboratorium initiated a rapid inhibitor discovery effort 2 yr ago, focused on development of novel compounds with new mechanisms of action in AD-relevant cellular processes, in order to obtain the small-molecule compounds required to address the neuroinflammation hypothesis and provide a proof of concept for future medicinal chemistry efforts. We summarize here our progress toward this goal in which novel pyridazine-based inhibitors of gene-regulating protein kinases have been discovered. Feasibility studies indicate their potential utility in current medicinal chemistry efforts focused on improvement in molecular properties and the longer term targeting of AD-related pathogenic processes.